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Abstract
In Zeeman deceleration, time-varying spatially inhomogeneousmagnetic ﬁelds are used to create
packets of translationally cold, quantum-state-selected paramagnetic particles with a tuneable forward
velocity, which are ideal for cold reaction dynamics studies. Here, the covariancematrix adaptation
evolutionary strategy is adopted in order to optimise deceleration switching sequences for the
operation of a Zeeman decelerator. Using the optimised sequences, a 40% increase in the number of
decelerated particles is observed compared to standard sequences for the sameﬁnal velocity, imposing
the same experimental boundary conditions. Furthermore, we demonstrate that it is possible to
remove up to 98%of the initial kinetic energy of particles in the incoming beam, compared to the
removal of amaximumof 83%of kinetic energy with standard sequences. Three-dimensional particle
trajectory simulations are employed to reproduce the experimental results and to investigate
differences in the decelerationmechanism adopted by standard and optimised sequences. It is
experimentally veriﬁed that the optimal solution uncovered by the evolutionary algorithm is not
merely a local optimisation of the experimental parameters—it is a novelmode of operation that goes
beyond the standard periodic phase stability approach typically adopted.
Introduction
The precise control of the velocity of beams of atoms andmolecules using Stark andZeeman decelerators has led
tomultiple beneﬁts in a range ofﬁelds spanning atomic andmolecular physics, including high resolution
spectroscopy [1–3], quantum-state resolved collisional scattering [4–6], lifetimemeasurements [7, 8] and the
exploration and exploitation of properties of coldmatter [9–13]. Travelling-wave Zeeman decelerators have
seen the velocities of paramagnetic speciesmanipulated by conﬁning these species in a true three-dimensional
travellingwell [14, 15], with Zeeman-decelerated species also successfully loaded intomagnetic traps [16, 17].
For all such applications, the optimisation of the density and number of particles in the decelerated beam is an
important factor contributing to the experimental viability, in addition to attaining a narrow velocity
distribution. In this paperwe describe the use of an evolutionary strategy approach to optimise the timed
sequence ofmagnetic ﬁelds applied in a Zeeman decelerator to achievemaximum throughput of velocity-
controlled decelerated atoms.
Zeeman deceleration is an experimental technique inwhich a supersonically expanded beamof
paramagnetic particles, such as radicals ormetastable electronically excited species, typically passes through a
sequence of solenoid coils. The forward velocity of the beam is reduced by exposing it to a tailored sequence of
magnetic ﬁeld pulses. The presence of unpaired electrons in paramagnetic species creates themagnetic dipole
momentwhich couples to the appliedmagnetic ﬁeld, lifting the degeneracy of themagnetic sublevels. Those
levels for which the energy increases (decreases)with theﬁeld are known as low-ﬁeld seeking (LFS) (high-ﬁeld
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seeking (HFS)) states. Zeeman deceleration takes advantage of the interactions that particles in thesemagnetic
sublevels havewith time-varying, spatially inhomogeneousmagnetic ﬁelds: only paramagnetic species in
selected LFS quantum states are decelerated [13, 18].
Conventionally, the deceleration switching sequence—that is, the timing of the switching on and off of the
magnetic ﬁeld inside each solenoid coil composing the decelerator—is determined by considering the trajectory
of an idealised ‘synchronous’ particle. The trajectory of this synchronous particle under the inﬂuence of the
magnetic ﬁelds is calculated, and the switching time of each solenoid coil is determined bywhen the particle
reaches a selected axial positionwithin that coil relative to the coil centre. This position is normally expressed as a
phase angle [9] and conventionally such devices are operated at contant phase angle (and constantmaximum
current) throughout the deceleration sequence. Changing the selected phase angle enables a range of different
ﬁnal velocities of the decelerated species to be attained, albeit with variable transmission efﬁciency. The
switching sequences produced by this standard approach are capable of decelerating other particles close to the
synchronous particle in phase space, but they are not necessarily the optimal sequences; there are limitations to
using phase angle alonewhen seeking to control the properties of the resulting beam. The use of a varying phase
angle (evolving through the sequence) in order to keep the deceleration per stage constant has been investigated,
and it was demonstrated that this could enhance the output beamdensity [16, 19–21]. Given that the individual
solenoid pulse timings can be varied arbitrarily and independently in a given apparatus, it is possible thatmore
complex timing sequences could beneﬁcially adapt the characteristics of the output beam for speciﬁc
applications. In order to fully optimise the switching sequences to achieve themaximumnumber of decelerated
particles, wemust considermore than just the synchronous particle. A suitable approach to investigate the full
optimisation of the sequence, subject to certain practical constraints, is to use an evolutionary strategy.
Evolutionary strategies are a class of numerical optimisation techniques, drawing inspiration fromDarwinʼs
evolutionary theory of natural (genetic) selection. Since genetic algorithmswere popularised byHolland in 1975
[22] as away of solving computationally intractable problems, genetic and evolutionary algorithms have been
implemented in awide range of disciplines spanning themathematical, physical andmedical sciences. An
abstract adaptation of biological genetic processes—selection, recombination, evolution andmutation—is
employed tomodify a set of parameters that inﬂuence ameasurable outcome, and to locate the optimal solution
for that set of parameters required to achieve the closestmatch to the desired outcome. From an initial set of
parameters, an evolutionary algorithm carries out a process ofﬁtness-based ranking and selection, followed by
recombination to produce a successor population of parameter sets—the next generation. During
recombination, the best performing parent ‘chromosomes’ are preferentially selected and their ‘genetic
material’ is recombined and passed on to the successor population. As this process is iterated, successive
generations are formed and the average ﬁtness of the potential solutions typically improves until convergence is
achieved (or some stopping criterion is reached). In this way, an evolutionary algorithm ‘evolves’ the optimal
solution to a given problem. A covariancematrix adaptation evolutionary strategy (CMA-ES) is the evolutionary
algorithm adopted in this work [23].
Applying this approach to Zeeman deceleration, each trial solutionwill be a set of values for the parameters
that deﬁne the switching sequence of the coils (i.e.pulse durations and timings), andwe can deﬁne theﬁtness of
a given sequence as the fraction of particles that exit the decelerator with a longitudinal velocity within, for
example, 10 m s 1 - of the target velocity. To achieve optimisation, we need to look atmore than a single
synchronous particle; wemust consider the trajectories of the full set of particles representing the initial
distribution in phase space through the decelerator apparatus.
For a constant current of 243Aapplied to the solenoid coils, optimisation of the pulse durations represents a
12-dimensional problem for the apparatus in this work.While iterative steepest-decentmethods, such as the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [24–26], are useful when the initial parameter set is close to optimal, stochastic
methods are better suited at locating the globalminimumof high-dimensional systems. Furthermore,
evolutionary strategies do not require any information about the gradient of the target function at a given set of
parameters,meaning that the function itself need not be continuous or differentiable. Evolutionary strategies are
thus broadly applicable and typically cost-effective to implement.While evolutionary algorithms have already
been shown to increase the number of decelerated particles in both Stark [27] andZeeman [19] deceleration,
their full potential was perhaps not fully exploited in these earlier studies.Wiederkehr et aladopted aCMA-ES
approach tomaximise the number of Zeeman-decelerated particles whilstminimising their spread in velocity
and position. They reported an increase in the intensity of deceleratedD atoms—attributed to improved phase-
space acceptance and optimising the balance between transverse focusing and defocusing throughout the
deceleration process—but concluded that the evolutionary strategy-optimised sequences were not a signiﬁcant
improvement over the conventional constant nominal phase anglemode of operation [19].
In this work, we build on previous studies and utilise the CMA-ES evolutionary algorithm to fully optimise
the operation of a Zeeman decelerator for collision studies.We describe how evolutionary algorithms can
generate deceleration sequences that not only achievemore efﬁcient deceleration than a comparable standard
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sequence—yielding a higher number of decelerated particles within a given narrow velocity range—but also
enable signiﬁcantly lowerﬁnal velocities to be achieved thanwould be possible with a standard sequence.We
demonstrate how evolutionary algorithms can be employed to enhance our ability tomanipulate the resulting
decelerated beam, exercising farmore control over the beam than is possible through phase anglemanipulation
alone. Finally, we investigate the decelerationmechanism employed by the standard and optimised sequences,
identifying the key differences between the two approaches and how the optimised sequences yield such
signiﬁcantly improved results.
Methods
TheZeeman decelerator apparatus (ﬁgure 1), previously described in [20], consists of two differentially pumped
high-vacuumchambers separated by a 2.0 mmdiameter skimmer. In the ﬁrst (source) chamber, hydrogen
atoms are generatedwithin a supersonic expansion. The second (detection) chamber contains the decelerator
solenoid coils and time-of-ﬂight (ToF)mass spectrometer for deceleration and detection of theH atoms,
respectively.
Hydrogen atoms are generated in a pulsed supersonic beambyArF excimer laser photolysis at 193nmof a
beamofNH3 seeded at a 1:9 ratio inKr. The photolysis occurs within a quartz capillary ﬁxed over the beam
oriﬁce on the face plate of a pulsed solenoid valve. TheH atoms and other photofragments expand out of the
capillary and travel towards the skimmer. The valve body is cooled to 238 K by a ﬂowof cold nitrogen gas,
reducing the peak in the velocity distribution of the gas packet to 500 m s−1. A subset of the hydrogen atoms (in
LFS states) are decelerated by applying a sequence of timed current pulses to the decelerator solenoid coils,
synchronised relative to the photolysis laser pulse.
After passing through the decelerator, ground stateH atoms are ionised by (2+1) resonance-enhanced
multi-photon ionisation (REMPI) at 243nmvia the 2s S2 1 2( ) state, with the resulting ions detected by a
microchannel plate detector. The velocity distribution of the neutralH atoms is established by scanning the
delay between the photolysis laser and the REMPI laser to collect traces that are referred to here as ToF proﬁles—
with the ToF being the ﬂight time of theH atoms between the axial positionswhere the beam is intersected by the
two laser pulses. These ToF proﬁles are recorded bothwith andwithout themagnetic ﬁelds applied in alternating
shots, achieved by switching the current pulse sequence on and off. The spatial distribution of hydrogen atoms
leaving the decelerator is recorded by translating theREMPI laser beam along themolecular beam axis by a
micrometre-adjustable periscope. This is illustrated inﬁgure 1, where the range of REMPI laser positions is
explicitly indicated.
Zeemandeceleration
TheZeeman decelerator is composed of a series of 12 solenoid coils that are rapidly pulsedwith high currents
(243 A), creating amaximumon-axismagnetic ﬁeld of up to 1.8 Twithin the coils. In the presence of an external
magnetic ﬁeld, the energy levels of atomic hydrogen are split. In ground state hydrogen 1s S2 1 2( ), the
interaction between electron spin and nuclear spin gives rise to hyperﬁne splitting, yielding two LFS states and
twoHFS states (ﬁgure 2(a)). As the beamof paramagnetic particles travels toward the centre of each coil,
particles experience a positivemagnetic ﬁeld gradient and the potential energy of particles in LFS states increases
at the expense of their kinetic energy (ﬁgure 2(b)). These LFS particles can be permanently slowed down if the
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental apparatus: (1) pulsed valve, (2) skimmer, (3)Zeeman decelerator, (4)
extraction plates.
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current is switched off before the particles reach the centre of the coil. In this way, each coil removes an amount
of kinetic energy equal to the Zeeman energy of the state at the positionwhen the coil is switched off. Thus a
precisely timed switching sequence applied to the coils can slow a packet of quantum-state-selectedHparticles
to an arbitrary ﬁnal velocity.
Particle trajectory simulations
Three-dimensional numerical particle trajectory simulations serve to both guide the selection of standard
experimental switching sequences and to aid interpretation of the experimental ToF proﬁles. An arbitrary
number of particles in speciﬁc quantum states can be simulated, with their initial positions and velocities
randomly drawn froma normal distributionwith parameters thatmatch the experimental conditions.We
assume that particles are equally distributed amongst the four Zeeman sub-levels ofH 1 S2 1 2. The geometry of
the simulated set-up—in addition to the shape of the current pulse proﬁles—is based on the experimental
parameters. Simulations are conductedwith andwithout themagnetic ﬁelds present within the coils; when a
current is applied to the coils, the resultingmagnetic ﬁeld properties are derived from the analytical solution for
a current loop [28]. A velocity Verlet algorithm integrates the equations ofmotion every 100ns, with
acceleration forces calculated using the particles’ quantum state and themagnetic ﬁeld distribution. Particles are
removed from the simulationwhen they strike a surface (such as a decelerator coil) or reach the detection region,
deﬁned as the volume of space illuminated by the detection laser. The detection laser is alignedwith the x axis
(perpendicular to the atomic beam,which propagates along the z axis) and ismodelled as aGaussian in the z and
y dimensions, with a standard deviation of 0.8mmand 0.4mmrespectively. The simulated signal is given by the
number of trajectories passing through the laser detection volume in a given time interval.
Generation of standard pulse sequences
The conventional, or standard, current pulse sequence applied to the decelerator coils is intuitive: it consists of
pulses ofmonotonically increasing duration applied to each coil in sequence (see top panel inﬁgure 3(a)). This
arises because standard switching sequences calculated from the trajectory simulations, as decribed above,
consider the passage of a single synchronous hydrogen atom in theMF=1 state through the apparatus (where
MF is the projection of the total angularmomentum F onto the localmagnetic ﬁeld axis). The idealised
synchronous particle travels along the axis of the decelerator.When the synchronous particle reaches a desired
axial positionwithin each coil themagnetic ﬁeldwithin the coil is switched off. This is repeated for all twelve
coils, and in this way a complete switching sequence is constructed. As the synchronous particle travels through
each coil, it gets increasingly decelerated and therefore it takes it longer to reach the switch-off position in the
next coil, thus giving rise to the sequential increase in successive pulse durations.
As can be seen inﬁgure 3(a), the currents applied to each coil in our apparatus exhibit non-zero rise and fall
times of 7 μs. This is because themagnetic ﬁeld strength changes at aﬁnite rate, dictated by the time constant of
the inductor-resistor circuit formed by the coil and its switching electronics. The switch-on time of each coil is
chosen so that the rising ﬁeld of a coil is overlapped in timewith the decayingﬁeld of the previous coil; an overlap
time of 6 μs is adopted here. This temporal overlap of adjacent pulsesmaintains a non-zero quantisation
magnetic ﬁeld, thus avoidingMajorana spin-ﬂip transitions toHFS states.Maximumdeceleration is achieved at
a phase angle of 900f = , for which a synchronous particle in the M 1F = Zeeman sublevel with initial velocity
v 500 m sz 1= - is slowed to aﬁnal velocity of v 205 m sz 1= - after 12 coils.When a standard pulse sequence is
implemented experimentally, a subset of particles with positions and velocities similar to the idealised
Figure 2. (a)Zeeman splitting for hydrogen 1 S2 1 2 atoms, with the low-ﬁeld-seeking (LFS) states that are targeted during deceleration
indicated. (b) Schematic illustration of themagneticﬁeld proﬁle as a function of the phase anglef for three consecutive coils.f
indicates the position of a particle with respect to the centre of the coil (deﬁned as 90f = ), whilst 0f denotes the position of the
particle when the coil is switched off (i.e.the position of the particle when the current reaches zero, termed the effective phase angle).
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synchronous particle lie in a phase-stable region and are also decelerated, forming a compact bunch that travels
through the decelerator. The size of this phase-stable region depends on the choice of 0f : the closer 0f is to 90°,
the greater the kinetic energy that is removed at each stage but, at the same time, the smaller the size of the stable
phase-space volume, whichmeans that fewer particles are decelerated.
Non-standardmodes of operation have improved the transverse phase stability of Zeeman deceleration,
increasing the density of particles conﬁned to the plane perpendicular to themolecular beam axis by periodically
assigning deceleration and focusing coils [20]. Asﬁrst demonstratedwith a Stark decelerator [29], the interplay
between longitudinal and transversemotion can reduce the phase space acceptance of the decelerator stages and
thereby limit the efﬁciency of the deceleration process. Operation in, for example, the s=3 conﬁguration
(where only every third stage is used for deceleration, with the other stages focusing the beam) effectively
decouples the longitudinal and transverse dynamics, increasing the number of decelerated particles that can be
obtained. There are, however, limitations associatedwith usingmodes of operation such as s=3; with some
coils facilitating transverse focusing in place of deceleration, far less kinetic energy can be removed compared
with the standardmode of operation. Indeed, it has been previously proposed that the s=3mode of operation
is not feasible for Zeeman deceleration [21, 30]. Recent work has seen the combination of a series of alternating
magnetic hexapoles and solenoid coils in amulti-stage Zeeman decelerator, enabling phase stable operation over
awide range of velocities for applications in scattering experiments [31]. Here, we describe an alternative
approach: optimising pulse sequences using evolutionary algorithms.
Evolutionary optimisation of pulse sequences
Evolutionary algorithms seek to optimise a set of parameters with respect to aﬁtness function: the ‘ﬁtness’ of
each set of parameters (which give rise to a deceleration sequence) in a population is computed, after which a
new generation of sequences is created based on the results from the previous generation. The parameters that
are optimised here are the durations of the pulses of current applied to each of the twelve coils. A full switching
sequence is generated froma set of durations by applying the necessary constraints. Each pulsemust overlap
with the previous one tomaintain a non-zero quantisationmagnetic ﬁeld, as described above for the standard
sequences (the same overlap time of 6 μs is adopted). Additionally, for the apparatus employed here, each pulse
must not exceed 60 μs in duration. The upper limit of the pulse duration (60 μs) arises from the limited cooling
efﬁciency of the solenoid coils, given the large amount of heat that needs to be dissipatedwhen repeatedly
pulsing such high currents (243A) at 10Hz. The lower limit of the pulse duration is 14 μs, given by the 7 μs rise
Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of pulse sequences from standard trajectory simulations (ﬁrst row) and from evolutionary
algorithms (second to seventh row): the time proﬁle of the current passed through each of the coils (labelledwith roman numerals) is
shown. The initial (vi) andﬁnal (vf ) velocities of the sequences are annotated on the left. (b)Time-of-ﬂight (ToF) traces corresponding
to each of the sequences on the left. Solid lines indicate the experimental traces and shaded areas show the simulated traces. For each
ToF proﬁle, both the ‘undecelerated’ (magnetic ﬁelds off, red colour) and ‘decelerated’ (magnetic ﬁelds on, blue colour) proﬁles are
shown.
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and fall times of the current pulses. The total number of particles arriving within 10 m s 1 - of the target velocity
is optimised, with theﬁtness of each sequence evaluated by simulating the trajectories of 50 000 particles in the
M 1F = Zeeman sublevel and recording the number that reach the detection regionwith a velocity within the
target range.
ACMA-ES approach is used to optimise the switching sequence so as tomaximise the number of decelerated
particles reaching the laser detection volume. A standard pulse sequence (the top trace inﬁgure 3(a), yielding a
ﬁnal velocity of v 205 m sz
final 1= - ) is taken as the starting point to create the ﬁrst generation of sequences with a
slightly lower targetﬁnal velocity of v 200 m sz
final 1= - in the evolutionary algorithm approach. A population of
λ candidate sequences is obtained, where the pulse durations that compose each sequence are sampled from
twelvemultivariate normal distributions, one for each coil. Themean and standard deviation of each of these
distributions are computed from the preceding generation or, in the case of the ﬁrst generation, from the
durations of the standard pulse sequence that is being optimisedwith an arbitrarily selected standard deviation
of 10 μs. The constraints on pulse duration and switching times are implemented by replacing any pulse
duration that exceeds (is lower than) themaximum (minimum) pulse durationwith themaximum (minimum)
permitted pulse length of 60 μs (14 μs); thismethodwas found to bemore efﬁcient than simply discarding any
sequences that fall outside the required constraints, or imposing a penalty proportional to the distance the
candidate sequence lies outside the permissible region. The sequences thus generated are evaluated and ranked
inﬁtness order based on the total number of particles decelerated towithin the target velocity range. Themean
values and standard deviations of themultivariate distributions fromwhich the durations are drawn are updated
at every generation, and they are calculated from theweighted average of theμ best performing individual
sequences. Typical settings involve 2m l , corresponding to half of the sequences being discarded and the
other half being used to update the distributions and normalised such that w 1i iå =m , where w i 1i mµ - + is
theweight of an individual sequence and is proportional to its ranking. The updatedmean values and standard
deviations are then usedwith the covariancematrices to generate twelve newmultivariate normal distributions
fromwhichλ sequences are created for the next generation, achieving the selection and recombination
characteristics of an evolutionary algorithm.
The covariancematrix update is at the core of the CMA-ESmethod. An accurate estimate of the covariance
matrix requires a large population of parameter sets. However, this comes at the expense of signiﬁcantly
increased computing time. A successful compromise—yielding faster convergence with high reliability—is
achieved by using information from the best performing sequences in previous generations to update the
covariancematrix. In this way, the best performing sequences of the ﬁrst generation are used to create the second
generation of sequences, with theworst performing sequences discarded. In essence (after theﬁrst generation),
the distibution of pulse durations for each coil is established using themean and standard deviation of the best
performing sequences from the previous generation. This process of parameter optimisationmeans that the
CMAmethod is nominally parameter-free, only requiring an initial choice ofmean and standard deviation—
valueswhich are quickly adapted by the optimisation process. Throughout this iterative process, the globally
best performing sequence is stored and replaced each time a better sequence is found. The optimisation process
is deemed to have convergedwhen the best performing sequence has not been updated for a given number of
generations, chosen to be 50 000 generations in this work. Theﬁnal best performing sequence is then selected
and utilised experimentally.
Optimising for sequentially lower target velocities (below v 200z
final = m s−1, the second trace inﬁgure 3(a)),
the nearest optimised evolutionary algorithm sequence is taken as the starting sequence fromwhich the newﬁrst
generation is created. Thus the evolutionary algorithm-optimised sequence for v 200 m sz
final 1= - is used as the
initial sequence for the targetﬁnal velocity of v 175 m sz
final 1= - , and in turn the optimised sequence for
v 175 m sz
final 1= - is used as the initial sequence for the targetﬁnal velocity of v 150 m szfinal 1= - , and so on. The
lowest targetﬁnal velocity achievable is v 75 m sz
final 1= - (bottom trace inﬁgure 3(a)); attempts to realise lower
ﬁnal velocities fail to yield any particles in the target velocity range during the ﬁrst generation of sequences and so
cannot be optimised.
Comparison of sequences
Asﬁgure 3(a) clearly illustrates, evolutionary algorithmoptimisation yieldsmarkedly different sequences
compared to those generated by the standard trajectory simulations (which consider a single synchronous
particle). The standard sequence (top trace) featuresmonotonically increasing current pulse lengths applied to
each coil; as the synchronous particle slows down, it takes longer to travel through each successive coil. As has
already been noted, themaximumexperimentally feasible current pulse duration andmagnetic ﬁeld gradient
across all coils imposes an upper limit on the ﬁnal velocity that can be achievedwith standard deceleration
sequences; starting from an initial velocity of 500 m s−1, H atoms in the ground state can be decelerated to a
minimum ﬁnal velocity of 205 m s−1.
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In contrast, sequences produced by evolutionary algorithms have pulse durations that vary in an oscillatory
manner across consecutive coils. This results in some earlier coils being switched on for a longer time, enabling
lowerﬁnal velocities to be achieved compared to the standard sequence. The evolutionary algorithm sequences
also see very short pulses applied to coils 4 or 5, with thismid-decelerator coil aiding longitudinal focusing
(rather than playing a primarily decelerating role). Thus for the same constraints ofminimumandmaximum
pulse length, and the same incoming beam, evolutionary algorithm sequences can decelerateH atoms down to a
velocity of 75 m s−1 (seeﬁgure 3(a), bottom trace)—some 130 m s−1 lower than theminimumvelocity
achievable with the standard sequence. This is due to the fundamentally different approaches takenwhen
generating the standard versus evolutionary algorithm sequences. In essence, the evolutionary strategy optimises
sequences considering the properties of the entire beam and the passage of all particles through the decelerator,
whereas the standard sequence considers the trajectory of only one synchronous particle.
Experimental results
The current proﬁles generated by the standard sequence and a range of evolutionary algorithm sequences are
implemented experimentally, with the resulting ToF traces presented inﬁgure 3(b). The experimental ToF
traces (solid lines) are shown beside the corresponding pulse sequence in column (a). ToF traces recordedwith
no deceleration (i.e. with no current applied to the decelerator coils, referred to here as ‘undecelerated’ traces)
are shown in red, with the experimental traces shown as a solid red line. The broad, featureless proﬁles of the
undecelerated beams are the same across all panels, in excellent agreementwith the simulated ToF proﬁles
(shaded red traces in ﬁgure 3(b)), conﬁrming that the properties of the initial beam and the decelerator geometry
arewell described in the simulations.
The ‘decelerated’ToF traces (i.e.where current is applied to the coils, solid blue lines) show a characteristic
multi-peak proﬁle. Theﬁrst andmost intense peak (with the earliest arrival time) corresponds to the part of the
beam that gets focused as it travels through the decelerator—without being signiﬁcantly decelerated or
accelerated. Theﬁnal peak corresponds to the part of the beam that gets decelerated to the target velocity, with
the arrival time of this ﬁnal peak having a linear relationshipwith the inverse target velocity of the sequence. The
features between theﬁrst andﬁnal peaks in the decelerated ToF traces arise fromparticles that are partially
decelerated by themagnetic ﬁelds. Themultiple peaks and features of the experimental decelerated ToF proﬁles
arewell described by the simulations (shaded blue proﬁles inﬁgure 3(b)). Importantly, the experimental ToF
traces provide clear evidence that the optimised sequences are feasible; decelerated particles are detected at the
anticipated ToF in all cases, even for velocities down to 75 m s−1. In all instances, the intensity and spread of the
decelerated peak is reproduced by the simulations.
For each deceleration sequence, ToF traces are recorded atﬁve different detection distances (as indicated by
the series of REMPI detection laser positions inﬁgure 1) to facilitate an independent veriﬁcation of the velocity
ofH atoms contributing to theﬁnal peak.One such series of ToF proﬁles at a range of detection distances is
provided inﬁgure 4(a), corresponding to the evolutionary algorithm sequencewith a target ﬁnal velocity of
200 m s−1. By plotting the change in detection distance against the change in ToF (schematically represented by
the dashed green line across the panels inﬁgure 4(a)), one can estimate themean experimental velocity of the
particles contributing to the decelerated peak.With this approach, the velocity is experimentally determined to
be (210±10)m s−1, in agreement (within error)with the target velocity of (200±10)m s−1 utilised in the
optimisation procedure. The slight overestimate in the experimental velocity establishedwith this simple
approach is attributed to the neglect of dispersion, which causes the peak in density tomovewith a faster
apparent velocity than themean velocity of the packet. Themean longitudinal velocity and temperature of the
undecelerated beam is estimated from the simulations to be 480 m s−1 and 2.0 K respectively. Anyminor
discrepancies between the simulated and experimental ToF proﬁles can be attributed to differences between the
simulated ideal gas pulse and the experimental beam.
The simulation analysis enables one to disentangle the contribution that deceleratedH atomsmake to the
ﬁnal ToF distribution. This conﬁrms that state selectivity is attained by the decelerated particles, and that the
ﬁnal desired velocity is achieved. The analysis is illustrated for the case of the evolutionary algorithm-generated
sequence for a ﬁnal velocity of (200±10)m s−1. The panels on the left-hand side columnof ﬁgure 4(b) plot the
ﬁnal velocity of the simulated particles against their ToF—shown for the undecelerated (ﬁrst row) and
decelerated (second row) beams, with the contribution fromLFS (third row) andHFS (fourth row)particles
explicitly shown. From the ‘Dec (LFS)’ plot, it can be seen that themajority of the particles in the decelerated
peak have a ToF arrival time of approximately 860 μs, and that this packet of decelerated LFS particles travels
with aﬁnal velocity centred on 200 m s−1. Aminor contribution to the decelerated peak arises from the small
number of particles (in both LFS andHFS states)with an initial velocity around 300 m s−1 that are not
decelerated by themagnetic ﬁelds. Thus it should be noted that—while all particles travelling at approximately
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200 m s−1 are in LFS quantum states—not all particles forming part of the ‘decelerated’ peak in the ToF trace
have been decelerated, as there is aminor contribution from initially slow-moving particles in the incoming
beam. The panels on the right ofﬁgure 4(b) showplots of theﬁnal velocity of the simulated particles against their
initial velocity. Here, it can be seen that all particles that are decelerated to a ﬁnal velocity of approximately
200 m s−1 are LFS particles that startedwith an initial velocity between 400 and 480 m s−1. Repeating the same
analysis for all sequences conﬁrms that the desired ﬁnal velocity is reached as anticipated from the sequences in
all cases.
Discussion
Simulation analysis
Evolutionary algorithms can improve on the standard switching sequences to achieve greater deceleration than
would otherwise be possible, given the experimental contraints. In order to understand how this is achieved,
simulations of the standard pulse sequence yielding a ﬁnal velocity v 205 m sz
final 1= - are comparedwith those
of the optimised evolutionary algorithm sequencewith aﬁnal velocity v 200 m sz
final 1= - (the top two sequences
inﬁgure 3(a), respectively). Figure 5 shows the phase-space plots of the trajectories of particles contributing to
the decelerated peak, both before entering the decelerator (left panel) and after all particles in the phase-stable
region have exited theﬁnal coil (right panel). The standard sequence behaves as expected: as it is based on the
trajectory of a single synchronous particle with an initial velocity of 500 m s−1, particles with a similar velocity
and position to the synchronous particle also fall within the phase-stable region. In contrast, the optimised
evolutionary algorithm sequence considers an ensemble of particles with a distribution of velocities and
positions. It preferentially addresses the slowermoving particles in the initial distribution,meaning that less
translational energy needs to be removed to achieve the same ﬁnal velocity. The particles decelerated by the
evolutionary algorithm sequence emerge from the decelerator with a similar spread in velocity but a larger
spread in position than those decelerated by the standard sequence (ﬁgure 5, right panel). This is further
illustrated inﬁgure 6, where it can be seen that the spatial distribution in the x and y dimensions is comparable
but that there are differences in the spread along the z axis after particles exit the decelerator. The evolutionary
algorithm sequence yields decelerated particles with a 14mmspread of positions along the z axis, whereas the
standard sequence distribution along z is only 8mm.Despite the distribution in z extending an additional
6mm, simulations indicate that the average density of decelerated particles is only reduced by approximately
20% in the evolutionary algorithm sequence compared to the standard sequence.
Figure 4. (a)ToF traces obtained at 5 different detection distances (see ﬁgure 1) are shown for the evolutionary algorithm sequence
yielding aﬁnal velocity of 200 m s−1. The green dashed line illustrates the delay in the decelerated signal as a function of detection
distance, fromwhich the velocity of the decelerated peak can be calculated (see text). (b) Simulation analysis for the v 200 m sf 1= -
sequence, depicting theﬁnal velocity of the particles plotted as a function of ToF (left panels) and initial velocity (right panels) for the
various components of the beam. This includes the undecelerated beam ‘Undec’, the decelerated beam including all quantum states
‘Dec (all)’, the decelerated beam including only LFS states ‘Dec (LFS)’, and the decelerated beam including onlyHFS states ‘Dec
(HFS)’. The horizontal white dotted lines in the two ‘Dec (LFS)’ panels indicate the target velocity range.
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While considering the density of particles produced by the decelerator is important, optimising the number
of particles produced by a deceleration sequence is farmore important for our applications. Ultimately, we seek
to combine the decelerator with an ion trap to undertake collision studies between paramagnetic species and
trapped ions. Provided the distribution in the xy planematches the acceptance of the ion trap—which could
potentially be achieved through the inclusion of additional focusing components—the spread in z is less
important to our intended application than the number of particles that reach the reaction region. To this end,
the evolutionary algorithm sequence far exceeds the performance of the standard sequence: the number of
Figure 5.Phase-space plots of the difference in forward velocity against the difference in position for the simulated particles with
respect to the synchronous particle located at ( xD , yD , z 0, 0, 0D = ) for the standard sequence ( 900f = , v 205 m szfinal 1= - ; red)
and the evolutionary algorithm sequence (v 200 m sz
final 1= - ; blue) before (left panel) and after (right panel)deceleration. Only the
particles in the initial beam that are decelerated to velocities within the relevant ranges are shown. Particles decelerated to
within±10 m s−1 of the target velocity are indicated by dark blue and dark red dots for the evolutionary algorithm and standard
sequences, respectively. Awider contour of particles decelerated to the target velocity±70 m s−1 is also shown for reference, indicated
by light blue and light red dots for the evolutionary algorithm and standard sequences, respectively. The dashed lines in the left panel
represent the boundaries of the initial phase-space distribution of the undecelerated beam.Note that the dashed lines are not vertical
due to the intial expansion of the incoming beambefore it reaches theﬁrst decelerator coil (with faster particles travelling further than
slower particles).
Figure 6. Spatial distribution of simulated particles that are decelerated towithin±10 m s−1 of the target velocity. Particles are plotted
with respect to the synchronous particle located at ( xD , yD , z 0, 0, 0D = ), after deceleration using the standard sequence
( 900f = , v 205 m szfinal 1= - ; red) or the evolutionary algorithm sequence (v 200 m szfinal 1= - ; blue).
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decelerated particles is 40%higher for the optimised sequence for a comparable ﬁnal velocity. The success of the
evolutionary algorithm sequence can be attributed to its increased phase-space acceptance and to its ability to
address particles that are already travelling slower and therefore require less deceleration. The latter is observed
across all of the evolutionary algorithm sequences studied; the lower the target velocity to be optimised for, the
lower the initial velocity of the particles that are decelerated. Qualitatively, this can be seen in the progressively
delayed switch-on time of the current pulse applied to the ﬁrst coil inﬁgure 3(a). To achieve lowerﬁnal velocities
using a standard sequence, a synchronous particle with a lower initial velocity could be selected, provided a lower
effective phase angle is also employed to ensure that themaximumpulse duration does not exceed 60 μs (for the
decelerator used in this work). A synchronous particle with an initial velocity of, for example,
450 m s−1—comparable to themodal velocity selected by the evolutionary algorithm-optimised sequence
yielding the sameﬁnal velocity—could be decelerated to 200 m s−1 using a standard sequence, with 530f = .
However, our simulations demonstrate that this approach yields signiﬁcantly fewer decelerated particles.While
onemight anticipate an increase in the number of decelerated particles transmitted through the decelerator
when the phase angle is reduced, this effect is outweighed by the decrease in the number of particles in the initial
beam that have a low enough velocity to be addressed by the sequence. Indeed, for the sameﬁnal velocity, the
standard sequencewith 530f =  (v 450 m szinitial 1= - ) yields 50% fewer decelerated particles compared to the
standard sequencewith 900f =  (v 500 m szinitial 1= - ) and 65% fewer particles than the evolutionary
algorithm-optimised sequence. Thus employing standard sequences with a lower phase angle and lower initial
velocity synchronous particle results in signiﬁcantly fewer decelerated particles. Such sequences cannot be
designed to reach lowerﬁnal velocities than standard sequences with 900f = .
The velocity proﬁle as a function of time inside the decelerator also looks distinctly different for the standard
and evolutionary algorithm sequences (see ﬁgure 7). For the standard sequence, the packet of decelerated atoms
is kept together in phase space and experiences a periodicmagnetic ﬁeld pattern and thus a stepwise decrease in
mean velocity at each stage. For the optimised sequence, on the other hand, the deceleration appears to occur in
two stages: in theﬁrst stage (coils 1–5), particles that are initiallymoving faster are targeted, whilst the velocities
of the slower particles are barely affected by themagnetic ﬁelds at all. In this ﬁrst stage, longitudinal focusing (in
the zdirection) is accompanied by the defocusing of vz in addition to transverse defocusing (defocusing in the xy
plane). This results in the spread of velocities that can be observed just before coil 6 is switched off (sixth vertical
yellow line). In the second stage, all particles in the phase-stable bunch are decelerated by the remaining coils and
vz gets re-focused, as shownby the increased density of particles around v 200 m sz 1= - towards the end of the
deceleration process. In order to keep the entire packet together and refocus the velocity spread, the initially
slower particles (which are now the faster particles in the packet, owing to the deceleration of the previously
faster particles) are preferentially decelerated at a higher rate. The velocities of all particles trend downwards for
each successive coil from coil 6 to the end of the decelerator.While this description of the two-stage deceleration
is an oversimpliﬁcation—explicitly considering only the extremes of the initial velocity distribution—it helps to
illustrate the differences in how the evolutionary algorithm and standard sequences achieve deceleration of the
phase-stable packet, and theway that the evolutionary algorithm is able to capture a broader range of the initial
phase space distribution.
Figure 7.Velocity distribution of the decelerated packet as a function of time for the standard sequence ( 900f = ,
v 205 m sz
final 1= - ; left) and the evolutionary algorithm sequence (v 200 m szfinal 1= - ; right), with intensity ranging from low (purple)
to high (yellow). The vertical yellow lines denote the switch-off time of each coil. Thewhite lines trace the trajectories of a pair of
particles with fast and slow initial velocities. Note that only particles that are successfully decelerated to the desired velocity range are
shown.
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The two-stage deceleration process adopted by the evolutionary algorithm sequence can also be observed in
the distribution of phase angles exhibited by all particles in the decelerated packet at the switch-off time of each
coil (see ﬁgure 8)—corresponding to the positions of particles in the coil at the timewhen themagnetic ﬁeld is
switched off. The range of phase angles in particles addressed by the standard sequence (left column) are fairly
uniform and narrow for all coils, with the peak in the distribuion a little below 90f =  for the earlier coils and
slowly shifting to lower phase angles for progressively later coils. In the evolutionary algorithm sequence (right
column) there is a clear discontinuity between coils 5 and 6, the point at which the ﬁrst stage of deceleration
(outlined above) ends and the second stage begins. In the ﬁrst stage, corresponding to coils 1–5, the distributions
peak before 90f =  and the peak shifts to lower phase angles as seen in the standard sequence—although the
decrease of the peak phase angle occurs at a higher rate. In contrast to the standard sequence, the distributions
aremuch broader due to the slower particles in the bunch that are lagging behind the faster ones. In the second
stage, from coil 6, an appreciable number of particles have travelled further than themiddle of the coil ( 90f = )
by the time the coil is switched off and, as a result, they get decelerated and then slightly accelerated again. As
close inspection ofﬁgure 7 reveals, some of the initially fastestmoving particles are periodically decelerated and
then accelerated as they pass through coils 6–12—although there is still a net deceleration of all particles as they
pass through each of the coils in the second stage. This unintuitive approach serves to bunch the velocity
distribution, returning the desired narrow distribution of velocities at the exit of the decelerator.
The simulated temporal evolution of the decelerated bunch of particles is provided as supplementary
material available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/19/083016/mmedia. These supplementarymaterial videos
show the change in the phase-space distribution of particles addressed by the standard and evolutionary
algorithm sequences as theymove through the decelerator coils, giving amore complete picture of the different
decelerationmechanisms.
Performance of the evolutionary algorithm sequences
Optimised evolutionary algorithm sequences outperform standard sequences due to two key factors. Firstly, the
optimised sequences can circumvent the issues faced by the standard sequences by targeting particles that are
already travelling slower without needing pulses that are too long to be implemented experimentally. Given that
500 m s−1 is themost probable velocity of particles in the beam entering the decelerator, addressing particles
with v 500 m sz
initial 1< - means that fewer particles are available for deceleration. This trade-off between
addressing already slower particles andmaintaining the highest possible number of decelerated particles is
automatically optimised by the algorithm. Secondly, the evolutionary sequences can target a larger spread of
initial velocities since the optimisation is performed by considering a large number of particles with a range of
initial positions and velocities instead of one synchronous particle, with focusing effects automatically
accounted for. As a result, the evolutionary algorithm sequences have a larger phase-space acceptance and
achieve signiﬁcantly enhanced numbers of decelerated particles than standard sequences, for a comparable ﬁnal
velocity.
Figure 8.Histograms of the phase angle of all particles in the decelerated packet at the instant of switch-off for each of the coils (I–XII)
for the standard sequence ( 900f = , v 205 m szfinal 1= - ; left) and the evolutionary algorithm sequence (v 200 m szfinal 1= - ; right).
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The beauty of using evolutionary algorithms is that one can tweak the criteria against which the pulse
sequence parameters are optimised. Should a narrower distribution in phase space be required, one could
choose to optimise the sequences both in terms ofﬁnal velocity and spread of position by adding an additional
criterion to theﬁtness function. This is a key difference between the optimised evolutionary algorithm sequences
and the standard sequences. Typically, deceleration sequences can be designed to rotate the phase space
distribution tominimise the spread in z, or to compact the velocity distribution at the expense of the distribution
in z; it is difﬁcult to devise standard sequences thatminimise the spread in both velocity and space. Through the
use of evolutionary algorithms, we can select a larger part of the phase space distribution of the incoming beam
in order to optimise both parameters simultaneously. The two-stage deceleration approach seenwith the
evolutionary algorithm sequence allows species to enter the phase-stable region as theymove through the
apparatus—increasing the density of the packet of decelerated particles throughout the second stage of
deceleration such that the number of species decelerated towithin the target velocity range ismaximised at the
end of the decelerator.
The inclusion of additional criteria was not explored in this implementation, for the dual reasons of wanting
to keep the optimisation as simple as possible and because a narrow spatial distribution (at least along the z axis)
is not necessary for the intended applications of the decelerator described in this work. Additional focusing
elements positioned after the decelerator—whichwill shortly be incorporated into the apparatus—will provide
onewith the ability to focus the decelerated packet of particles for reaction studies or other applications. Indeed,
there are no limits in principle to the criteria against which the parameters can be optimised using evolutionary
algorithms; provided that at least one particlemeets the criteria during the ﬁrst generation of sequences, the
evolutionary strategy approachwill return the best sequence for a given set of restraints. Computational time
could potentially become a limiting factor for the optimisation of very complicated systems. The optimisation
procedure described in this work takes on the order of 1 hour per sequence, compared to seconds to generate a
standard sequence, performed on a quad-core processor.
Conclusion
Optimised sequences of current pulses applied to a twelve-coil Zeeman decelerator have been generated using a
CMA-ES algorithm, for a range of targetﬁnal velocities. Experimentalmeasurements conﬁrm that sequences
optimised using an evolutionary algorithm yield both higher numbers of decelerated particles (for the sameﬁnal
velocity) and enable lowerﬁnal velocities to be reached than is possible with standard sequences. Speciﬁcally,
optimised sequences achieve a 40% increase in the number of decelerated particles for aﬁnal velocity of
200 m s−1, and they can produce particles with amodal kinetic energy that is 98% lower than that of the
incoming beam—removing signiﬁcantlymore kinetic energy than can be achievedwith standard sequences.
These results are obtained using the same incoming beamand by imposing the same set of experimental
restrictions for coil current (243A), repetition rate (10 Hz) andmaximumpulse duration (60 μs). The
experimental ToF traces arewell reproduced by three-dimensional particle trajectory simulations, which reveal
some surprising differences in howdeceleration is achieved in the standard and optimised approaches.
Standard sequences consider the passage of a single synchronous particle travellingwith (typically) the
modal initial velocity of the incoming beam. In contrast, optimised sequences target particles that are travelling
slower than the synchronous particle—and therefore require less deceleration to reach the sameﬁnal velocity—
while at the same time compensating for the loss of intensity in the beamby addressing awider range of intial
velocities. By selecting progressively slower portions of the initial distribution, optimised sequences can
decelerate particles to lowerﬁnal velocities without exceeding themaximumpulse duration. This successful
deceleration of particles with a range of initial velocities is achieved by a non-trivial decelerationmechanism that
could not have been conceived using a standard optimisationmethod.
In conclusion, using evolutionary algorithms to optimise deceleration sequences leads to signiﬁcant
increases in both the number of decelerated particles and the amount of deceleration achievable with a 12-stage
Zeeman decelerator. The approach described here is highly versatile, robust and easily implemented. Employing
aCMA-ES optimisationmethod could greatly improve the efﬁciency and operation of similar devices,
potentially circumventing the need for longer decelerators in order to access lowerﬁnal velocities. Themethod
could be used to optimise the sequence for a wide range of desired outputs bymodifying the optimisation criteria
(i.e. ﬁtness function) of the algorithm. For example, the number of decelerated particles arriving at a speciﬁc
positionwithin a given velocity range could bemaximisedwhilst the number of particles with velocities outside
the target range at the desired position is simultaneouslyminimised—achieving both deceleration and spatial
puriﬁcation of the beamat a speciﬁc post-decelerator position.Optimisation using evolutionary algorithms is
extremely powerful in generating superior deceleration sequences with improved abilities to deceleratemore
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particles and reach lower velocities. The use of such evolutionary strategies could lead to signiﬁcant advances in
controlling the properties of cold beams formed by themanipulation ofmagnetic or electric ﬁelds.
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